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ABSTRACT: In the past decade, with the growth and advancements in the field of computer vision, an enormous 

amount of modern techniques has emerged and gained much attention among researchers due to their vast surveillance 

applications. For instance, in 2017, about 954,261 CCTV cameras were installed in public in South Korea, which was 
an increase of 12.9% compared to the previous year. 

 

The worldwide utilization of surveillance cameras in smart cities has enabled researchers to analyse a gigantic volume 

of data to ensure automatic monitoring. An enhanced security system in smart cities, schools, hospitals, and other 

surveillance domains is mandatory for the detection of violent or abnormal activities to avoid any casualties which 

could cause social, economic, and ecological damages. Automatic detection of violence for quick actions is very 

significant and can efficiently assist the concerned departments. A triple-staged end-to-end deep learning violence 

detection framework. First, persons are detected in the surveillance video stream using a lightweight Convolutional 

neural network (CNN) model to reduce and overcome the voluminous processing of useless frames. Second, a 

sequence of 16 frames with detected persons is passed to 3D CNN, where the spatiotemporal features of these 

sequences are extracted and fed to the Soft max classifier. Furthermore, we optimized the 3D CNN model using an 

open visual inference and neural networks optimization toolkit developed by Intel, which converts the trained model 

into intermediate representation and adjusts it for optimal execution at the end platform for the final prediction of 

violent activity. After detection of a violent activity, an alert is transmitted to the nearest police station or security 

department to take prompt preventive actions. We found that our proposed method outperforms the existing state-of- 

the-art methods for different benchmarkdatasets.. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the past decade, with the growth and advancements in the field of computer vision, an enormous amount of 

modern techniques has emerged and gained much attention among researchers due to their vast surveillance 

applications. For instance, in 2017, about 954,261 CCTV cameras were installed in public in South Korea, which 

was an increase of 12.9% compared to the previous year.The purpose of these cameras is to ensure security in public 
places. For this purpose, we focus on the detection of violence using these cameras. Violence is an abnormal 

behavior and an activity that involves some physical force to damage something, to kill or hurt a human or an 

animal; these actions can be identified through a smart surveillance system which could be used to prevent these 

events before further fatal accidents. One of the main functions of surveillance systems deployed on a large scale in 

different areas, such as schools, streets, parks, and medical centers, is to facilitate the authorities by alerting them to 

the violentactivity. 

However, the response of human operators monitoring the surveillance footage is very slow, causing loss of human 

life and property; thus, there is a demand for an automated violence detection system and gaining interest in the 

computer vision society. Many techniques based on deep features and handcrafted features have emerged.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

HHMM also called Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model. 

It allows both observed events & hiddenevents. 

Itis a StatisticalMarkovmodelinwhichsystemisassumedto be with Unobservable to recognize violent activities by 

taking Sequentialdata. 
Recognizes violent scenes via detecting motion acceleration, motion magnitude, degree of motion, Sound & video 

modalities for detection of violentactivities. These are represented inHistograms. 
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III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

Our proposed method in which is used to detect violent activity using an end- to-end deep learning framework. First, 

the camera captures the video stream VI, which is directly passed to a trained MobileNet CNN model to detect the 

people. When a person in the video stream is detected, the sequence Š of 16 frames is passed to the 3D CNN model for 

spatiotemporal features extraction. These features are fed to the Softmax classifier CS to analyze the activity features at 

the end and give predictions. An alert is sent to the nearest security department when violence is detected so that 

theycan take immediate action accordingly.  

 

 
 

-Fig.1.framework for proposed system 

 

In the first phase, a video stream from a surveillance camera is acquired in which persons are detected. The second 

phase extracts deep features by feeding a selected sequence of frames to a 3D CNN model which detects the violent 

activity. Lastly if a violent detected then we report this information to nearest police station. 

 

3.1 Pre-processing 
Person detection is an essential step in our proposed method to ensure efficient processing before the violence 

detection step. In this section, we detect the persons in the video stream for efficient processing. Instead of processing 

the whole video stream, we process only those sequences that contain persons by avoiding unimportant frames. The 

video stream is fed into the Mobile Net-SSD CNN model for person detection. We used this CNN architecture 

because it helps the system to restrict for latency and size. Mobile Net possesses depth wise separable convolutions to 
detect objects instead of regular convolutions. If depth wise and point wise convolutions are counted separately, there 

are 28 layers, where every layer is followed by nonlinearity batch norm and ReLU except the final fully connected 

layer. The first convolutional layer contains a stride of two with a filter shape of 3 × 3 × 3× 32 and has an input size of 

224 × 224 × 3; its next depth wise convolution has one stride, the filter shape is 3× 3 × 32, and the input size is 112 × 

112 × 32. The Mobile Net is mainly used for classification while its SSD version is used to locate the multi box 

detector, and their combination performs object detection. For this purpose, the SSD is added at the end of the 

network, which performs feed forward convolution and produces a fixed-size group of bounding boxes, to ensure the 

presence and detection of object instances in those boxes via extracting the features map and applying the convolution 

filters. The boundary box is composed of a predicted class with a probability for each class. The class with thehighest 

probability indicates the object, while zero represents no object indication. A demonstration of person detection in 

some samples of the hockey fight dataset is shown inFigure2. 
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Fig2: Persons detected in the frames of both classes from video clips of the     

 hockey fight data set using mobile net SSD 

 

 

3.2 Learning with 3D CNN 
A 3D CNN is well-suited to extract spatiotemporal features and can preserve the temporal information better owing to 

its 3D convolution and pooling operation. In addition, in 2D CNNs, there is spatial information only, while a 3D CNN 

can capture all temporal information regarding the input sequence. Some of the existing methods use 2D ConvNets to 

extract the spatial correlation in video data, which possess temporal correlation. For instance, in the 2D CNN 

processes multiple frames, and all the temporal feature information is collapsed. The 3D convolution operates by 

convolving a 3D mask on the cube designed via assembling attached frames. The  obtained feature maps from the 

convolution layer are linked to multiple attached  frames in the prior layer, capturing the motion information. 

Only one type of feature is extracted by 3D convolutional mask from the frame cube since the weights of the kernel 

are replicated in the entire cube. In Figure3.3, the feature maps of the 3D CNN obtained from two layers conv3a and 

conv5a are provided. The input sequence is taken from the violence category in the movies’ dataset. A principle for 

CNN is to increase the amount of feature maps in late layers by creating several kinds of features from the same 

feature maps. The input data to this network is a sequence of frames. Before starting the training process, the volume 

mean of training and testing data is calculated. The architecture of the network is fine-tuned to obtain these sequences 

as inputs. The final prediction at the Softmax layer is calculated as belonging to the violent or non-violentclass. 

 
3.3 Data Preparation and Usage 

This section specifies the preparation of data and their usage for learning violence activity patterns. First, violence 

dataset Dˇ was used, containing Nˇ number of short video clips with different duration’s. Each video dataset contains 

two categories: i.e., violent class and non-violent class. Before the learning process, the whole dataset Dˇ was divided 
into a sequence of 16 frames Š with an 8-frame overlay between the two successive clips. Subsequently, having 

obtained the frames, we split the whole data into training and testing sets. For this purpose, we used 75% and 25% of 

data for training and testing, respectively. Once the training and testing data were obtained, we generated a file list 

containing the paths of training list LTr = {S1, S17, S33, . . ., SN} and testing list LTe = {S1, S17, S33, . . . , SN}.The 

subscript of S is the starting frame number in the sequence where each path is given in the list, pointing towards the 

extracted frames in the directories. 
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3.4 C3D Network Architecture 
Inspired by  the  performance  of  3D  CNN  in,  we  also  fine-tuned  the  3D CNN model proposed in. A starting 

version of the C3D model was developed in 2014 with a version of Caffe. This network consisted of eight 

convolutions: five pooling and two fully connected layers with a Soft max output layer. Each convolutional layer has 3 

× 3 × 3 kernels with one stride, and all the pooling layers are max pooling with a 2 × 2 × 2 kernel size except for the 

first pooling layer where kernel size is 1 × 2 × 2 with two strides, preserving the time-based information. The number 

of filters in each convolution is 64, 128, 256, for first, second, and third layers, respectively. The kernels for each 

convolution have a defined temporal depth, with size D. The kernel size and padding used to apply the convolution 

were kept as 3 and 1, respectively. Two fully connected layers (fc6 and fc7) contained 4096 neurons and the Soft max 

layer containing N number of outputs depended on the classes of the dataset. In our case, the output is only two 

because we have only two classes: i.e., violent andnon-violentscenes.Theoveralldetailedarchitectureisillustratedin 

Figure.3. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.3: The architecture of C3D containing eight convolutional, five max pooling, and two fully   connected layers, 

followed by Soft Max layer (Output). The three color cones  

Represent the different size of filters for each layer. 

 

This architecture of a 3D convolutional network obtained the short sequence of 16  frames as an input of size 128 × 

171, but we usedrandom crops of size 3 × 16 × 112× 112 from the original input sequence at the time of training to 

avoid the over fitting problem and to achieve effective learning. After this, the sequence of frames is followed by 3D 

convolution and pooling operations. When training is performed, the network acts as a generic feature extractor. In 

fact, diverse features are learned at each layer of hierarchy in the network. The bottom’s activation layers contain 

smaller receptive fields making it sensitive towards patterns, such corners, edges, and shapes, while the top activation 

layers contain larger receptive fields learning high-level and global features to collect complex invariance’s. Finally, 

the output label is violent or non-violent. 

 

3.5 Model Optimization 
Modeloptimizationistheprocessusedtogenerateanoptimalandfine-tuned designmodel based on some prioritized 

constraints while keeping the model strength, efficiency, and reliabilitymaximized. Optimizing the model enables 

CNN network inference at the end and speeds up the process by using pre-optimized kernels and functions. Inspired 
by these strategies, we used an open source toolkit known as OPENVINO provided by the Intel Corporation. This 

toolkit extends the work process across the hardware by maximizing its performance. It works on Intel hardware and 

takes pre-trained models, such as Caffe, ONNX,MXNet,andTensorFlow,asinputsandconvertstheseintoanIRusinga 

model optimizer. The model optimizer is used to enable a transition between the training and deployment floor to 

adjust the model for optimal execution on the end platform. Figure shows the flow and process of the model 

optimization, taking the trained model as input and producing an intermediate model. At the end platform, this output 

is deployed for furtheranalysis. 
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Fig.4.The flow of converting the trained model into intermediate representation (IR) format using model 

optimizer, where the IR format of the model is further  

Used at the end platform 

 
IV. CNN ALGORITHM AND BACKPROPAGATION ALGORITHM 
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V. PARALLEL STRATEGY AND EFFICIENCY 
 

This analysis is based on a hypothesis that both serial and parallel method have same number   of training .In serial 

realization method, the total execution time is N times of the sum of t1 and t2 

 

Timeofserialexecution:(t 1 t2 N t 3 tserial 
 

 

 

Timeofparallel execution:max{(t1 t2 N t3 tparallel 

speed-upratio=tserical/tparallel 

Speed-up efficiency=speed-upratio/nN:num 

of images 

n:num of nodes 

t1:time of forward pass fortraining a picture 

t2:time of backward propagation for training a picture 

t3:time for updating weight and bias of convolution neural network 
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 
 
Real Life Vilenece Dataset is data set used to train and test the model  

 

 
 

 

Training and Validation Accuracy: 
 

 
 

It is reported the average value of accuracy on all the classes that, to the contrary of the loss, increases with the 

increases of the data sets. Such values of loss and accuracy do not differ much among the training and test dataset, 

allowing us to affirm that the model does not turn out to be over fitted while training. The training set is used to train 

the model, while the validation set is only used to evaluate the model's performance. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 
 

In this paper, a three-staged end-to-end framework is proposed for violence detection in a surveillance video stream. 

In the first stage, persons are detected using an efficient CNN model to remove unwanted frames, which results in 

reducing the overall processing time. Next, frames sequences with persons are fed into a 3D CNN model trained on 

three benchmark datasets, where the spatiotemporal features are extracted and forwarded to the Softmax classifier for 

final predictions. Finally, an OPENVINO toolkit is used to optimize the model to speed up and increase its 

performance at the end platform. Experimental results over various benchmark datasets confirm that our method is the 

best fit for violence detection in surveillance and achieved better accuracy than several employed techniques. In the 

future, we intend to ensure our system is implemented over resource-constrained devices. Furthermore, we plan to 

propose edge intelligence for violence recognition work in the IoT using smart devices for quickresponses.  
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